Approximate computing trades quality of application output for higher efficiency and performance. Approximation is useful only if its impact on application output quality is acceptable to the users. However, there is a lack of systematic solutions and studies that explore users’ perspective on the effects of approximation. In this paper, we seek to provide one such solution for the developers to probe and discover the boundary of quality loss that most users will deem acceptable. We propose AxGames, a crowdsourced solution that enables developers to readily infer a statistical common ground from the general public through three entertaining games. The users engage in these games by betting on their opinion about the quality loss of the final output while the AxGames framework collects statistics about their perceptions. The framework then statistically analyzes the results to determine the acceptable levels of quality for a pair of (application, approximation technique). The three games are designed such that they effectively capture quality requirements with various tradeoffs and contexts.

To evaluate AxGames, we examine seven diverse applications that produce user perceptible outputs and cover a wide range of domains, including image processing, optical character recognition, speech to text conversion, and audio processing. We recruit 700 participants/users through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to play the games that collect statistics about their perception on different levels of quality. Subsequently, the AxGames framework uses the Clopper-Pearson exact method, which computes a binomial proportion confidence interval, to analyze the collected statistics for each level of quality. Using this analysis, AxGames can statistically project the quality level that satisfies a given percentage of users. The developers can use these statistical projections to tune the level of approximation based on the user experience. We find that the level of acceptable quality loss significantly varies across applications. For instance, to satisfy 90% of users, the level of acceptable quality loss is 2% for one application (image processing) and 26% for another (audio processing). Moreover, the pattern with which the crowd responds to approximation takes significantly different shape and form depending on the class of applications. These results confirm the necessity of solutions that systematically explore the effect of approximation on the end user experience.

Figure 1: AxGames is a crowdsourcing solution that transforms the tradeoff between quality and energy-performance gains from approximation to the tradeoff between the gains and user satisfaction.

1. Introduction

Power efficiency is a primary concern in modern systems. Battery capacity often limits mobile devices, while power consumption and cooling impose budgetary constraints on data centers. Moreover, traditional CMOS scaling has slowed to a point that threatens the longstanding cadence of continuously improving performance [1–3]. Meanwhile, emerging workloads must manage ever-growing datasets with high responsiveness and availability to end users. Expert analyses show that in 2011, 1.8 zettabytes (1.8 trillion gigabytes) of information was created and replicated by all sources, with individual consumers responsible for 75% [4]. By 2020, the world’s data centers will be responsible for managing 50x this staggering figure [4]. This level of demand for computing raises serious concerns about the capabilities of current computing systems to match emerging trends. Apropos these confluent challenges, a growing body of recent work seeks to exploit a common property of many emerging applications: tolerance to approximate computation. These techniques relax the traditional abstraction of full accuracy in data processing, storage, and retrieval, thus trading losses in output quality for improved performance and efficiency [5–16].

While these techniques provide promising gains, the effects of quality loss on the users are not well understood, leaving approximation techniques in a position of questionable utility. The challenge is determining the level of quality loss that the large majority of users deem acceptable. Discovering this level requires end users, who are not readily available during the development phase. Even after the application is deployed, frameworks that enable users to provide feedback on the quality loss are currently unavailable. To this end, we aim to develop a framework that methodically utilizes crowdsourcing to identify the desirable application output quality without exposing the details of approximation to the users. The objective is to aid the developers in identifying the acceptable level of quality loss and enable the crowd of users to directly help in determining this level. The crowdsourcing process needs to also be engaging and enjoyable enough to retain users. To address these challenges, this paper describes AxGames, a game-based crowdsourcing framework that statistically projects user-driven quality targets for approx-
While the participants/users play, the games collect statistics that will provide a satisfactory experience for the users. Our analysis shows that generally users have a higher tolerance to approximation when exposed to the tradeoff between cost and quality. The users’ tolerance is even higher when they consider a context. Moreover, the pattern with which the crowd responds to approximation takes significantly different shape and form depending on the class of applications. These results suggest the necessity of solutions that systematically explore the effect of approximation on the end user experience.

By introducing the AXGAMES framework, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. **Crowdsourcing for approximate computing:** We develop a game-based crowdsourcing solution as an effective step towards enabling developers to systematically assess the effect of approximation from the user’s perspective.

2. **Statistical inference:** We couple the crowdsourcing with statistical analysis to quantitatively assess approximation techniques. This study opens a new axis, that of user experience, for the growing research in approximate computing. This work also sheds light on previously unexplored effects of approximation on the users. Moreover, it provides a development tool—which is unconventional—for the research community to better assess their innovative approximation techniques. Our tool is open source and is publicly available at http://act-lab.org/artifacts/axgames.

2. **Overview**

Figure 2 provides an illustration of AXGAMES’s overall structure. AXGAMES is comprised of four major components: (1) approximated output database, (2) the three games namely POLlice VERSO\(^1\), WINABATT, and QnA; (3) the data collection engine; and (4) the crowd response analyzer. This section provides an overview of these components.

**Approximated output database.** The first step in using the AXGAMES solution is generating outputs of a given approximated application with varying degrees of quality loss. Note that AXGAMES is independent of the approximation technique and does not depend on how approximation is applied in the program. The developer provides a program which: (1) has an approximation knob to vary the degree of quality loss, and (2) can measure the quality loss for an approximated output\(^2\). For each input in the

\(^1\)Wikipedia: “Pollice verso refers to the hand gesture or thumbs signal used by Ancient Roman crowds to pass judgment on a defeated gladiator.”

\(^2\)When developing an approximated program the developer needs to provide both the approximation knob and the quality measurement procedure [8, 10, 12, 13]. Therefore, in this regard, using AXGAMES does not require extra effort.
input dataset, the application is executed with different degrees of quality losses. A database records the approximated outputs, their degree of quality loss, and the setting of the approximation knob. We refer to this database as the approximated output database.

**AxGames** is designed to study a wide range of applications that generate outputs perceivable by humans through output devices such as a monitor or a speaker. Therefore, **AxGames** currently provides a large collection of images, audio, and text. This collection can be used by a wide variety of applications that span different domains to generate their own specific approximated output database. By playing the games, players collectively build a judgment regarding the acceptable quality for the collection of outputs. Additional information may be stored in the approximated output database. For instance, in the **QnA** game, players will need to answer one simple question for each approximated output. These questions are stored in the database as well. Section 3 discusses these questions and describes the three games in detail. Populating the approximated output database is performed offline to avoid unnecessary involvement of developers with the internals of gaming and crowdsourcing.

**The three games.** **AxGames** used the approximated output database as an input to its three different games. In all the games, a player is given an initial allowance of virtual money. The player’s objective is to earn more money by guessing the statistical common ground among the previous players. In a sense, each player is playing with all of the past players and her guess affects the majority vote for the future players. As the crowd of gamers plays the games, the players are iteratively converging to a statistical common ground. **AxGames** can then statistically infer the acceptable level of quality from the gamers’ choices. Section 3 presents the details of the three games.

**Statistics collection engine.** As the users play, the games record the player choices and the game state in a database along with the player user IDs. **AxGames** uses this data to perform statistical projections about the percentage of users that deem a certain level of quality acceptable.

**User response analyzer.** After collecting the statistics from all the players, **AxGames** uses the Clopper-Pearson exact method [17] to calculate the binomial proportion confidence interval [18] for each level of quality loss. These intervals represent the percentage of users that deem a certain level of quality acceptable. Section 4 elaborates on the calculation and use of these intervals to recommend quality targets for the approximated applications.

### 3. The Three Games

**AxGames** includes three web-based games which aim to enable the crowd to iteratively converge to a statistical common ground. The players register with a unique user ID on the website to play the games without revealing personal information. Each user plays all three games independently and each game is played for 10 rounds. From the player’s perspective, all three games revolve around betting, earning, spending, and losing virtual money. The score is the player’s balance at the end of the game. We intentionally avoided exposing the direct relationship between virtual money and the computation cost to avoid biasing the gamers in choosing any level of quality. This relationship is a parameter in the games and can be exposed if desired. We also intended to make the games entertaining and enjoyable by using virtual money as the score and as a proxy for compute resources in two of the games. Our surveys show that 84% of the users were entertained when playing the games.

We devised the three games with different intuitions about inferring user-driven acceptable level of quality through crowdsourcing. The first game, **Pollice verso**, is a betting game. In each round, the player is presented with an approximated output and its corresponding precise version. The player is asked to guess whether or not the majority of other players thought that the approximated output is **good enough**. The player bets money on her guess and wins money back if the guess is correct. This game aims to find a statistical common ground about the acceptability of an approximated output. However, **Pollice verso** does not have any notion of tradeoff between quality and cost. To include the notion of cost, we designed **WinABatt** which presents the player with a very low quality output and asks the player “How much would your spend to receive a better output?” The player can spend money to improve the output quality with a slider. The player wins money back depending on how close her choice of quality is to the previous players’ selection. The objective of these two games is to find the statistical common ground while players judge the quality of the output in an abstract and context-insensitive manner. To provide some general context to the players, the third game **QnA**, presents the player with a very low quality output and asks the player a multiple choice question about that specific output. To answer the multiple-choice question, the player can improve the quality of the output by spending money with a slider. The player wins money back based on both the correctness of her answer and the closeness of her choice of quality to the previous players’ selection. **QnA** gives incentive to the players to strike a balance between quality and cost while considering some context. The rest of this section describes these three games in further detail.

#### 3.1 Pollice verso

As Figure 3 illustrates, **Pollice verso** is a betting game that gives each player an initial allowance of $500 virtual money. By keeping track of players’ bets, the game aims to infer the statistical common ground for the acceptable level of quality for a given application. The game randomly selects an approximated output \( o \), and displays \( o \) along with its precise counterpart \( o^* \). Internally, we represent each approximated output \( o \) with the following tuple:

\[
(0,q,s,n,\text{GoodEnough})
\]

In Equation (1), \( q \) is the output quality; \( s \) is the setting of the approximation knob that led to this quality; \( n \) is the total number of past players that have played this particular output; and \( \text{GoodEnough} \) is the number of players who thought the output is good enough. The last two parameters capture the history of the previous players’ choices.

After displaying the outputs, a player is asked “How much do you want to bet that this approximation is **Good**?

\footnote{**Pollice verso** shares similarities with A/B testing [19]. However, A/B testing does not incorporate (1) games and betting (provided by all three games) (2) a sense of tradeoff (provided by **WinABatt**) and (2) a sense of context (provided by **QnA**) to the users. As the statistical results show, users’ tolerance to approximation increases when the tradeoff and/or context is added to the games.}
**Enough/Unacceptable?** Using the gaming chips shown in Figure 3, the player chooses to bet \( b \) amount of money on her answer. The player’s choice \( c \) is a binary decision.

**Rewarding procedure.** The player may win money or lose the bet depending on whether the past players agree with her choice. This rewarding strategy incentivizes the players to gradually come to a statistical common ground without directly interacting with each other. As Equation (2) shows, the winnings \( w \), is a function of the player’s choice \( c \), the amount of bet \( b \), and the past player’s choices, captured by \( n \) and \( n_{\text{Good Enough}} \). Note that the values of \( n \) and \( n_{\text{Good Enough}} \) are updated after the player receives her reward. Therefore, the player’s choice affects the winnings of future players.

\[
w(c, b, n, n_{\text{Good Enough}}) = b \cdot (\text{reward}(c, n, n_{\text{Good Enough}}) - 1) \tag{2}
\]

where

\[
\text{reward}(c, n, n_{\text{Good Enough}}) = \begin{cases} 
2 \cdot f(c, n, n_{\text{Good Enough}}) & \text{if } 0 \leq f \leq 0.5 \\
-7.8 \cdot f(c, n, n_{\text{Good Enough}}) + 8.9 & \text{if } 0.5 < f \leq 1 
\end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

As Equation (2) shows, the player wins money proportional to the amount of bet \( b \). The reward function (Equation (3) and Equation (4)) defines this proportion based on whether or not the majority of previous players agree with the player’s choice \( c \). In Equation (3), the constants \( (2, -7.8, 8.9) \) are picked such that the player loses all her bet in the worst case or quadruples her bet in the best case. Moreover, if the output is controversial, the loss is low and the gain is high. An output is controversial if \( n_{\text{Good Enough}} / n \approx 0.5 \). That is, almost half of the past players think the output is good enough and the other half thinks otherwise. In Equation (3), \( f \) captures the level of agreement between the player’s choice and the majority vote of the previous players as presented in Equation (4).

\[
f(c, n, n_{\text{Good Enough}}) = \text{agreement}(c, n, n_{\text{Good Enough}}) = \begin{cases} 
n_{\text{Good Enough}} / n & \text{if } c = \text{Good Enough} \\
1 - n_{\text{Good Enough}} / n & \text{if } c = \text{Unacceptable} 
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

To enable players to make choices primarily based on their own perception, the reward function is hidden. Additionally, they play the game with no knowledge of the majority vote.

**3.2 WinABatt**

**Pollice Verso** enables users to perceptively judge the quality of an approximated output without regard to the tradeoff between quality and cost. To add this notion of tradeoff, we designed **WinABatt** as shown in Figure 4. The player starts with $100 of initial allowance and in each round, the game displays an approximated output at its lowest quality and asks the player: “How much would you spend to receive a better output?” The player is also given a slider with which she can adjust the output quality. The slider controls the quality and the cost associated with each quality level. Selecting a higher quality translates to spending more virtual money. Unlike **Pollice Verso**, the player’s choices in **WinABatt** are no longer yay/nay binary decisions, and the player uses a continuous slider to choose a level of quality while considering its cost. If the game was naively designed, the player would always choose the lowest level of quality since it costs the least. However, in **WinABatt**, the player will be rewarded or penalized depending on how her choice of quality is close to the previous players. Hence, the player is also trying to guess the statistical common ground among the past players in a cost-conscious manner.

**Rewarding procedure.** To calculate the player’s winnings and the statistical common ground, the game internally represents each output with the following tuple:

\[(\emptyset, Q_c, q_{MA}, n)\] \tag{5}

In Equation (5), \( \emptyset \) is the set of different approximated versions of an output; \( Q_c \) is the set of previous players’ choice of quality; \( q_{MA} \) is the cumulative moving average of the past players’ choice of quality; and \( n \) is the number of previous players that played the \( \emptyset \) set. The \( q_{MA} \) captures the statistical common ground among the past \( n \) players and is updated based on Equation (6) after the current player is rewarded.

\[
q_{MA}^{(n+1)} = q_{MA}^{(n)} + \frac{q_c}{n+1} \tag{6}
\]

As shown in Equation (7), the player’s winnings \( w \), is a function of her choice of quality \( q_c \) and \( q_{MA} \). As shown, the player’s reward is deducted by her bet money \( b \), which is the cost associated with her choice of quality \( q_c \). This cost function

---

**Figure 3:** A round of the **Pollice Verso** game when deployed for an approximated implementation of the jpeg application.

**Figure 4:** A round of the **WinABatt** game when deployed for an approximated implementation of the sobel application.
The winnings are calculated based on the Rewarding procedure. Figure 5: A round of the QnA game when deployed for an approximated implementation of the emboss application.

is linear to avoid bias towards any specific quality with $5 for the lowest quality version ($q_{min}$) and $30 for the highest quality version ($q_{max}$). The conditional part of Equation (7) is the reward that is determined by \( f(q_c,q_{MA}) \), which is presented in Equation (8) and captures how the player’s choice of quality, \( q_c \), is close to the choice of previous players’ moving average, \( q_{MA} \). The constants in Equation (7) is chosen such that the player’s winnings, \( w \), is between $35 and $35.

\[
w(q_c,q_{MA}) = -b + \begin{cases} 
5 \cdot f(q_c,q_{MA}) - 10 & \text{if } f \leq 10 \\
40 - 5 \cdot 10 - 10 & \text{if } f > 10 
\end{cases} \tag{7}
\]

\[
f(q_c,q_{MA}) = \text{agreement}(q_c,q_{MA}) = \left( \frac{|q_c - q_{MA}|}{q_{max} - q_{min}} \right)^{-1} \tag{8}
\]

This rewarding procedure incentivizes the players to balance the cost and quality while guessing the past player’s consensus.

### 3.3 QnA

While WinABatt provides an opportunity to the players to explore the tradeoff between quality and cost, they do so in an abstract and context-insensitive manner. To provide some context to the players, we design the QnA game. As Figure 5 illustrates, in each round, QnA displays an approximated output initially set to its lowest quality level, along with a slider, and a multiple-choice question about the output. The questions are in the form of “What can you find in this image? Sports car / SUV / Truck / Heavy equipment.” The player needs to answer the question and can spend money to improve the quality using the slider. Similiar to WinABatt, the initial allowance provided is $100. In contrast to WinABatt, the slider cannot move backwards. This feature is to prevent the players from cheating, increasing the quality to answer the question, and then decrease the quality to minimize the cost. In other words, once the player improves the quality, she cannot recover the cost of seeing the higher quality output.

**Rewarding procedure.** The winnings are calculated based on the rewarding procedure explained for WinABatt with the exception that the player also pays a $20 penalty for answering the question incorrectly. There is no extra reward for correct answers. The player wins money back depending on the correctness of her answer and the closesness of her choice of quality to the moving average of the previous players. QnA incentives the players to find a statistical common ground while balancing quality and cost with respect to some context about the output.

### 4. Statistical Analysis

As mentioned before, the games internally collect the player’s choices and decisions for a series of outputs at different levels of quality. To enable the application developer to draw meaningful conclusions from this raw data, we devise a statistical framework that projects the user-driven quality target. Due to the large space of possible inputs and the diversity of users, it is practically infeasible to find a quality target that satisfies the entire population of the users for any arbitrary input. However, coupling the games with statistical analysis provides a pragmatic approach to determine the quality target that, with high confidence, satisfies the large majority of users.

#### 4.1 Binomial Proportion Confidence Interval

We calculate the binomial proportion confidence interval [18] for each level of quality loss. Given the decisions of a sample population (players of the games), the binomial proportion confidence interval projects what percentage of the statistical population (all the users) are likely to deem a certain level of quality good enough (acceptable). After the players play the games, AxGames calculate this confidence interval for a range of quality losses which resulted from approximating the application-under-study. Based on the confidence interval, we can determine the level of quality loss that is highly likely to satisfy, for example, 90% of the statistical population\(^4\) of the users.

AxGames leverages a commonly used method, the Clopper-Pearson exact method [17] to compute the binomial proportion confidence interval. We chose the Clopper-Pearson method as it has certain advantages over the other available options [20, 21] such as, (1) higher accuracy as the number of samples becomes relatively large, and (2) it can calculate the confidence interval even when the opinion of the sample population is very skewed towards a decision. These features are important in our setup since the games provide a relatively large number of statistical samples, and the large majority of the players are highly likely to think that 1% quality loss is almost always acceptable and similarly a 50% quality loss is almost never good enough. Moreover, the Clopper-Pearson exact method calculates a conservative confidence interval that reduces the risk of being too aggressive when it comes to approximation. The binomial confidence interval is calculated based on a set of binary decisions from the sampled population. For example, in the case of the Pollice verso game, a binary decision comes directly from the player’s choice on whether or not an approximated output with the quality of \( q \) is good enough. Later in this section we describe how the WinABatt’s and QnA’s sliders are translated to binary decisions.

\(^4\)Statistical population is the entire pool from which a sample population is drawn. Here, the sample population are the gamers who are drawn from the entire pool of the application users. Thus, statistical population is the entire users.
To calculate the confidence interval, we first need to calculate the sampled binomial proportion for each level of quality. The sampled binomial proportion is calculated for each approximated output by computing the fraction of votes that deem a level of quality good enough to the total number of votes. This sampled binomial proportion is calculated based on the \((n_{\text{votes}}, n_{\text{GoodEnough}})\) pair, where \(n_{\text{votes}}\) is the total number of decisions on outputs with the quality of \(q\), and \(n_{\text{GoodEnough}}\) is the number of decisions that deem these outputs good enough. This pair is calculated for each level of quality.

As Equation (9) shows, the Clopper-Pearson exact method computes the one-sided confidence interval of success rate, \(\theta(q)\), when the number of sample trials, \(n_{\text{votes}}\), and the number of successes among the trials, \(n_{\text{GoodEnough}}\), are measured for a sample of the population.

\[
\left(1 + \frac{n_{\text{Votes}} - n_{\text{GoodEnough}} + 1}{\text{F}[1 - \alpha; d_1, d_2]} \right) \left(1 + \frac{n_{\text{Votes}} - n_{\text{GoodEnough}} + 1}{\text{F}[1 - \alpha; d_2, d_1]} \right) < \theta(q)
\]

In Equation (9), \(\text{F}\) is the F-critical value that is calculated based on the F-distribution [22]. The discontinuous nature of the binomial distribution precludes any interval with exact coverage for all values of \(n_{\text{votes}}\) and \(n_{\text{GoodEnough}}\) (all possible values of the binomial proportions). However, because of the relationship between the cumulative binomial distribution and the continuous F-distribution, we use the common alternative form of the binomial confidence interval that provides exact coverage for all population proportions. \(\text{F}[1 - \alpha; d_1, d_2]\) is the \((1 - \alpha)\) quantile of the F-distribution with \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) degrees of freedom. The \((1 - \alpha) \cdot 100\%\) is degree of confidence on the interval. For instance, for 95\% confidence interval, \(\alpha = 0.05\) and for 90\% confidence interval, \(\alpha = 0.10\). The two degrees of freedom, \(d_1\) and \(d_2\), decide the shape of the F-distribution based on the collected statistics, \(n_{\text{votes}}\) and \(n_{\text{GoodEnough}}\) in our case.

To understand the meaning of \(\theta(q)\), we discuss an example deployment of the game that resulted in \(n_{\text{votes}} = 60\) and \(n_{\text{GoodEnough}} = 56\) for quality level \(q = 97\%\). From Equation (9), the lower limit of the 95\% confidence interval, \(\theta(97\%)\), is 85.4\%. That is, with 95\% confidence, we can project that at least 85.4\% of the users will deem 97\% quality level acceptable. This projection is conservative because the Clopper-Pearson exact method calculates a conservative lower bound for the confidence interval. The degree of confidence is the probability of the projection being true. The projection based on 95\% confidence interval is true with probability of 0.95.

For each level of quality, \(\text{AXGAMES}\) projects the fraction of user population (statistical population) that deems that level of quality acceptable. Using this information, the developer can choose the level of quality that satisfies a target majority of users.

\section*{Translating a choice of quality to a set of binary decisions.}

Players in \textsc{Polluce Verso} make binary decision on the quality of an approximated output. These yea/nay decisions can be directly used in the Clopper-Pearson statistical analysis. In contrast, the players in \textsc{WinABatt} and \textsc{QNA}, choose a level of quality using a slider. To be able to use the Clopper-Pearson statistical analysis, each chosen level of quality needs to be translated to a series of binary decisions. Intuitively, when a player chooses the quality level of \(q\), to be good enough, she implies that any level of quality higher than \(q\) is also good enough. Because of the rewarding procedure, the player has the incentive to choose the lowest acceptable quality. Choosing higher quality translates to a higher cost. The choice of player also implies that lower quality outputs are not good enough, otherwise, she would have chosen a lower quality to pay a lower cost. Based on this intuition, we convert one chosen level of quality, \(q_c\), which is in the range of \((q_{\text{min}}, q_{\text{max}})\) to \(q_{\text{low}}\) + 1 binary decisions (Equation (10)).

\[
\text{decision}(q) = \begin{cases} 
\text{“GoodEnough”} & \text{if } q \geq q_c \\
\text{“Unacceptable”} & \text{if } q < q_c 
\end{cases} \quad \forall q \in (q_{\text{min}}, q_{\text{max}})
\]

(10)

By using this conversion, the same method of statistical projection can be applied to all three games. Moreover, \textsc{WinABatt} and \textsc{QNA} provide larger number of decisions per round. We did not use this conversion in \textsc{Polluce Verso} to enlarge the number of decisions since the players do not have an opportunity to see a range of quality losses for each output. Whereas, \textsc{WinABatt} and \textsc{QNA} allows the players to see the same output at different quality levels using the slider.

\section{Evaluation}

To evaluate the effectiveness of the \textsc{AXGAMES} crowdsourcing framework, we deploy the three games on the web for seven different applications. We use Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to recruit a large number of users to play the games. Using the collected data through the games and our statistical analysis, we measure what level of quality is acceptable for the majority of users. We also study how the acceptable level of quality varies across different applications and how the statistical analysis effectively captures these trends.

\subsection*{5.1 Methodology}

\textbf{Applications.} As Table 1 shows, we examine \textsc{AXGAMES} using a wide range of applications from diverse domains that include image processing, audio processing, optical character recognition, and speech to text conversion. \textsc{AXGAMES} is not limited to these applications and can be used with other applications that produce outputs perceptible by humans. As shown in Table 1, our set of programs includes four image processing applications. The emboss application is an image filter that replaces each pixel either by a highlight or a shadow. Applying this filter to an image usually results in an image resembling a paper or metal embossing of the original image. The jpeg application implements the JPEG image compression algorithm. The sobel application is an edge detection algorithm which employs the Sobel operator. The mean is a sliding-window spatial filter that replaces the center pixel with the average (mean) of the pixel values in the window and blurs the image. Additionally, we also evaluate audio-enc, an audio compression engine that compresses WAV files and transforms them into MP3 files [23]. The quality metric for the image processing and audio compression applications is the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) which is calculated by comparing an approximated output with its precise counter part.

We also use two applications that recognize text and speech. The ocr application is an optical character recognition program that converts raster images of written text to characters. The speech2txt application is a speech recognition engine that con-
Table 1: Applications and their quality metric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Quality Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>emboss</td>
<td>Embossing</td>
<td>filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>Lossy</td>
<td>compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>Blurring</td>
<td>filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sobel</td>
<td>Edge detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio-enc</td>
<td>Audio encoder</td>
<td>Audio Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocr</td>
<td>Optical character recognition</td>
<td>Pattern Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speech2txt</td>
<td>Speech to text</td>
<td>Text Similarity Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiling</td>
<td></td>
<td>Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

verts speech audio files to text [24]. The quality metric for these two applications that produce text output is the text similarity ratio that is computed by comparing the original application output with the approximated application output. We use an open-source implementation of the Gestalt Pattern Matching algorithm [25] to measure the text similarity ratio. This algorithm assigns higher scores to the outputs that look right to a human reader. The set of applications have often been used to evaluate the benefits of approximation techniques in the approximate computing literature [5, 6, 8, 13, 26, 27].

**Approximation techniques.** For the image processing applications, we use a variation of loop perforation [12] as the approximation technique. This technique skips computing some of the pixels and instead, copies the values from neighboring pixels. The rate at which the computation is skipped is the knob for controlling the quality. We refer to this technique as tiling. We chose tiling for image processing applications since it is a simple yet effective coarse-grained approximation technique. For the audio compression and pattern recognition applications, we use the same model used in previous fine-grained approximation works [7, 10, 11, 13, 28] that adds stochastic noise to the computation by leveraging voltage overscaling, bit-width reduction, and reducing the DRAM refresh rate. The rate and the magnitude of noise are the knobs for controlling approximation. We refer to this technique as fine-grained approximation. We use tiling and fine-grained approximation to examine AXGAMES, since they represent the two main categories of approximation techniques, coarse-grained and fine-grained, respectively. AXGAMES is general and is not limited to these techniques. This flexibility is inherent in the framework since it only needs a set of approximated outputs with varying degrees of quality loss. Naturally, if the approximation technique changes, the games need to be redeployed in order to understand the user response to the new technique.

**Datasets.** As part of the AXGAMES framework, we include the input dataset that contains 200 images, 200 audio files, 200 speech files, and 200 printed text files. We collect this dataset from open-source databases or public data archives such as ImageNet [29], Freesound [30], VoxForge [31], and New York Times TimeMachine [32]. The applications can use this collection to generate the approximated output database which is used in the three games. AXGAMES also assigns one multiple-choice question to each data element. These questions are used during the QNA game to provide some context to the gamers when they trade quality for cost. The questions are part of the framework and do not need to be regenerated for other applications that produce similar outputs. Additionally, the approximated output database is generated offline by running the application under-study with different settings of the approximation knob. The AXGAMES’s requirement is to generate each output with varying degrees of quality loss. For our experiments, we generate 51 versions of each output, with quality loss ranging from 0% to 50%, and a step size of 1%.

**Game deployment.** We separately deploy the three games on the web for each of the seven applications. In each round, each game randomly selects an output from the approximated output database. In the Pollice Verso game, the players bet and vote on whether the quality of the approximated output is good enough. Thus, the game randomly picks a quality loss for the displayed output. The following ten quality losses are used for the selected approximated output: 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. The other two games use all 51 quality levels which are generated for each approximated output and allow the player to pick any of them. We have made AXGAMES open source in our artifact portal (http://act-lab.org/artifacts/axgames). The deployed games, which are used for evaluations, are also available through the same portal.

**Crowdsourcing through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.** To collect a reasonable amount of statistics from a diverse set of users, we leverage a crowdsourcing Internet marketplace, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [33]. The games for each application is played by 100 individual Mechanical Turk workers (turkers). For the seven applications, 700 turkers contributed to our study. Each turker plays the games once. We do not allow a worker to play the games more than once to avoid bias in statistics from a few heavy gamers. Each game has 10 rounds, our 100 turkers make a total of 1,000 binary decisions in Pollice Verso for each individual application. Therefore, each of the 10 discrete levels of quality in Pollice Verso receives 100 votes for each application. As discussed in Section 4, in each round of WinABatt and QNA, a player’s choice of quality on the slider is translated to 51 binary decisions, which correspond to one of the 51 quality levels of an approximated output. Hence, for each of these two games the turkers make a total of 51,000 (= 100 players × 10 rounds × 51 binary decisions per round) binary decisions for each individual application. Thus, each of the 51 levels of quality receive 1000 votes in WinABatt and QNA for each application. This amount of information provides the grounds for making high confidence statistical projections on the acceptable level of quality for each application. We also conduct an optional survey at the end of the games to understand whether or not the games were entertaining. The survey results show that 84% of players were entertained.

**Game initialization.** The results are reported when the games are deployed with random initial votes for 10 imaginary gamers on each output. These random initial votes are not used in the statistical analysis. To understand the effect of initialization, in a separate experiment, we also asked 10 graduate students to play the games without regard to the rewards. We then extrapolated their choices across all the outputs with the same quality. We observed that both initialization strategies yield similar trends and therefore, we report the results with random initial values. This similarity is the result of recruiting large number of turkers.
and the fact that the human turkers ultimately make decisions based on their own perception of the approximated outputs.

### 5.2 Statistical Projections

Figure 6 shows the projected acceptable level of quality for each approximated application. The confidence level of these projections is 95%. As shown, each pair of (application, game) yields a set of projections. Starting from left, each bar corresponds to the level that satisfies 99%, 95%, 90%, 85%, and 80% of statistical population of the application users. The details of these projections are provided in Figure 7 and are discussed later in the section. As shown in Figure 6, for all the pairs of (application, game), the projected level of quality loss that satisfies more than 99% of the users is 0%. That is, for developers who aim to satisfy 99% of their users, the specific approximation techniques that are used in our evaluations (tiling and fine-grained approximation) are not a viable option. However, when the target is to satisfy a large majority of the users, starting from 90% of the users, there are opportunities to utilize these approximation techniques across all the image processing applications. Based on the statistics from Pollice Verso, if a developer chooses to satisfy 90% of the users, emboss can utilize tiling with 7% quality loss while jpeg, mean, and sobel can utilize tiling with 1% quality loss. Based on Pollice Verso, audio-enc and ocr can be only approximated if target is to satisfy 85% or less percentage of the users. For speech2txt, only if the target is to satisfy 80% or less percentage of the users, approximation can be enabled given the statistics from Pollice Verso.

As Figure 6 depicts, based on the statistics from QnA, all the applications can be approximated if the target is to satisfy 90% of the users. For this target, the acceptable level of quality loss is 6% for emboss, 8% for jpeg, 2% for mean, 10% for sobel, 26% for audio-enc, 8% for ocr, and 3% for speech2txt. As these results show, there is a clear difference between the three games when they assess the user satisfaction even for one application. This difference emanates from the fact that WinABatt and QnA provide an opportunity for the users to consider tradeoff and context, while Pollice Verso does not. We will discuss these differences in more detail later in this section.

**User response varies significantly across applications.** Another observation from these results is that the user-driven level of acceptable quality varies significantly across applications. Consider the four image processing applications that use the same approximation technique, tiling. Users show relatively higher tolerance to the tiling approximation for two of the applications, emboss and sobel. However, for other applications, especially for mean, the users show significantly lower tolerance. This significant variation in user response to the same approximation technique across different applications shows the necessity of solutions that statistically evaluate the acceptable level of quality. AxGames is one such solution, that effectively enables the users to provide statistical feedback to the developers who intend to leverage approximation techniques. With QnA, 90% of the users only accept 2% quality loss for mean while they tolerate 26% for audio-enc. These results shed light on the significant variation of users’ response to quality loss from approximation for different applications. To this end, AxGames provides the grounds for researchers to statistically evaluate their innovations from the users’ perspective.

**Users show higher tolerance to approximation when they consider cost or context.** From the results in Figure 6, it is evident that users show higher level of tolerance to the approximation when playing WinABatt and QnA. Whereas the level of tolerance to approximation is lower in Pollice Verso. Intuitively, in these two games the players choose a level of acceptable quality in a cost-conscious manner while also considering the context in the case of QnA. In the case of Pollice Verso, the players vote only based on their personal impression of the approximated output without a chance to explore the cost-quality tradeoff. On the other hand, the other two games, WinABatt and QnA, introduce a notion of tradeoff between cost and benefits of approximation. Moreover, the players’ choice of quality in QnA is driven by their ability to answer the associated multiple choice question with the output. This analysis shows that these three games collectively provide a deeper understanding of the user’ reaction to the approximation technique. The developer may choose to use the results from any of these games on her
Figure 7: The collected statistics and the statistical projections. The bars show the fraction of players that selected a certain level of quality loss as “Good Enough.” The lines represent the lower bound of the binomial confidence interval with different degrees of confidence, including 99%, 97.5%, 95%, and 90%.
The collected statistics from the games are presented in Figure 7. The bars represent the fraction of players who chose “Good Enough” for each level of quality loss. Our analysis uses the Clopper-Pearson method to compute the one-sided confidence interval for each level of quality loss. This one-sided lower-bound conservatively projects what fraction of the users will deem a particular level of quality loss as “Good Enough.” The lines in Figure 7 represent the statistical projections with different levels of confidence, including 99%, 97.5%, 95%, and 90%. As shown, the projection lines fall below the collected statistics from the sampled population (the tukers who played the games). That is because the Clopper-Pearson confidence interval, by definition, covers the sampled statistics in a conservative manner. A point on a projection line with the \((x,y)\) coordinates predicts that at least \(y\%\) of the users will deem \(x\%\) quality loss as “Good Enough.”

For instance, suppose that we want to use the statistical results from \textsc{WinABatt} to find an acceptable level of quality for \textsc{emboss}. Let’s target to find the quality level that provides satisfactory experience at least for 90% of the users with 95% confidence level. The quality loss is 7%, which is the \(x\) coordinate of the intersection point between the \(y=90\%\) line and the red dashed projection line in Figure 7(b). The results in Figure 6 are obtained in this manner and also summarizes the statistical data given in Figure 7. As depicted, the results for \textsc{Pollice Verso} do not decrease monotonically whereas the results for \textsc{WinABatt} and \textsc{QNA} do. That is because only for these two

---

**Question:** What can you see in the image?  **Correct answer:** Horse racing  **Wrong answers:** Bowling, Bridge, Buffalo wings

---

The audio-enc application, which generates auditory output, shows a different pattern. The gamers show a significantly higher tolerance to the quality loss in the audio outputs. The majority of users tolerate the quality loss up to a significantly high level, after which the user satisfaction drastically declines. For the pattern recognition applications, \textsc{ocr} and \textsc{speech2txt}, the graphs show that the fraction of satisfied users almost linearly decreases as the quality loss increases. These two applications generate textual output. Unlike the other applications, there is not a clear point of shift in the crowd’s opinion about the quality loss. These difference are significant and depend on the inherent characteristics of application, its output format, and the applied approximation techniques. Our experimental results show that the \textsc{AxGames}
framework can effectively capture such patterns that need to be taken into account when approximation is employed.

5.4 User Response Variations

We investigate the user response variation across the same approximated images in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the responses from the players for a randomly selected subset of the output images from sobel. The trends are similar for the other applications. This distribution is shown as a box plot. The bottom and top of each box represent the lower and upper quartiles, respectively, and the band near the middle of the box is the 50th percentile (the median). The bottom whisker represents the lowest datum that is still within 1.5 inter quartile range (IQR) of the lower quartile. The top whisker denotes the highest datum that is still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile. The dashed horizontal lines show the projected acceptable levels of quality loss that satisfy 80% and 90% of the users with 95% confidence. It is even visually evident that these levels of quality cover their corresponding majority of users.

As expected, there is a large variation in the players choices. That is each player is providing her own personal judgment on the quality of the output, which is one of the main objectives of the games. Interestingly, the variation is higher in the QNA game. We investigate this higher variation in Figure 9 by showing the output image with the highest variation in Figure 8(b), image 13. The associated question with this image is "What can you see in the image: Horse racing/Bowling/Bridge/Buffalo wings?". This question can be answered even with high quality loss (30%) as shown Figure 9. However, it is understandable if a player chooses a lower quality loss to answer the question. Qualitatively, the context provided by the question allows a fraction of the users to choose levels of quality loss that are relatively higher. We speculate that approximation can be applied more aggressively if the output of this image processing is fed to a machine learning algorithm that performs scene detection or object recognition.

5.5 Changing the Tradeoff for Approximate Computing

The AxGAMES framework enables programmers to change the tradeoff between quality and performance-energy gains into the tradeoff between the users’ satisfaction and the gains. We demonstrate this ability by measuring the speedup and energy savings for the image processing applications. A full investigating of the benefits of approximation is out of the scope of this work. This study is not to advocate approximation or show how much gains are possible; rather, it is to investigate the users’ perspective on the output quality loss. For the performance and energy modeling, we use the same setup as the one used in [9]. We use the MARSSx86 x86-64 cycle-accurate simulator [34] and McPAT [35] for timing and energy modeling, respectively. The processor is modeled after a single-core Intel Nehalem (3.4 GHz with 0.9 V at 45 nm). The use statistics are based on QNA.

Figure 10 shows the improvement in energy-delay product when the output quality and the fraction of satisfied users change from 80% to 100%. The baseline is the application running on the processor without any approximation. Figure 10(a, c, e, and g) represent the tradeoff between quality and the gains from approximation while Figure 10(b, d, f, and h) represent the tradeoff between the user satisfaction and the gains. All applications see a disparity in the energy-delay product improvement for the same level of quality loss and fraction of satisfied users. For instance, in Figure 10(e), mean sees 8.9× energy-delay product improvement with 95% quality. Even though this level of quality seems high, it only satisfies about 80% of users. For mean, as shown in Figure 10(f), to satisfy 95% of users, only 1.3× energy-delay product improvement can be achieved, which is significantly lower than the gains that can be achieved with the 95% quality. Although the results in Figure 10 are specific to the pair of (application, approximation technique), they show a clear change in the tradeoffs when user response is considered.

While many approximate techniques provide significant benefits, their utility cannot be established without understanding the users’ perspective. Our framework and our analysis are impartial to approximation techniques and are intended to shed light on how application users react to approximation. The games and the statistical analysis provide an effective mean for developers to understand the user experience before employing approximation. In fact, the developers can explore the tradeoffs and the benefits in a new light that considers users’ perspective.

5.6 Discussion

Currently, AxGAMES is implemented for applications that directly produce human-perceivable outputs, such as image processing, audio processing, and pattern recognition applications. These programs represent a large body of applications that are designed for humans as the end users. These applications can ben-
6. Related Work

There has been a substantial amount of effort to leverage crowdsourcing tools and games to solve computationally difficult problems. However, there is a lack of solutions that leverage crowdsourcing or game design for approximate computing which statistically determine the level of quality considered acceptable by the majority of application users. This paper provides one such solution and lies at the intersection of (a) approximate computing, (b) crowdsourcing, and (c) game with a purpose.

Approximate computing. A growing body of recent work explores a variety of approximation techniques. These techniques include (a) approximate storage designs [38, 39] which trade data quality for reduced energy [38] and larger capacity [39], (b) voltage over-scaling [7, 13, 28, 40–43], (c) computation and data sampling [12, 14, 44, 45], (d) loop early termination [46], (e) computation substitution [5, 46–48], (f) memoization [6, 49, 50], (g) limited fault recovery [44, 51–56], (h) precision scaling [10, 57], (i) approximate circuit synthesis [27, 58–63], and (j) neural acceleration [8, 9, 26]. Many of these solutions include applications which produce perceptible outputs for users. Although these techniques report promising benefits from approximate computing, they do not explore the acceptability of the quality loss from the users’ perspective.

Crowdsourcing. The reCAPTCHA [64] project is a successful crowdsourcing application in production. This system uses the CAPTCHA, human Turing test, to classify text images from scanned books when other techniques fail. Automan [65] is an automatic crowd programming system which enables the integration of human computation in conventional programming languages and rigorously studies scheduling, budgeting, and statistical quality control in programming with human computational resources. TurKit [66] provides a programming model to integrate human computation in JavaScript using templates which provide close integration with Mechanical Turk. TurKit also supports checkpointing and recovery. Russell et al. [67] developed a web-based tool that leverages crowdsourcing to identify objects and locations in images and annotate them. These research efforts are not concerned with quality loss in approximate computing.

Games with a purpose. Games with a purpose provide an opportunity to engage the crowd in entertaining applications while providing insight to researchers. Several prior works have successfully utilized game-based crowdsourcing to label random images and locate objects [68–70]. Furthermore, Dietl et al. [71] proposed to transform verification tasks into a puzzle games which can be solved by humans. The solution of the puzzle is then translated back and used for proving correctness and verification. Foldit [72] is an online multiplayer game whose players interact with protein structures while they compete and collaborate to optimize the computed energy. They discovered that players of their game are able to search the state space of proteins configurations faster than computational algorithms. We are inspired by these efforts and exclusively developed a solution that uses games with a purpose and crowdsourcing to statistically determine the users’ acceptable level of quality for approximate computing.

7. Conclusion

Approximate computing is an emerging area that breaks the long-held fundamental abstraction of near-perfect accuracy in PL [10, 11, 13, 73–75], OS [76], and Architecture [5–9, 26, 38]. While these techniques provide promising gains, they cause quality loss whose effects on the users are not well understood; leaving approximation in a position of questionable utility. Many of these inspiring studies argue that a certain quality loss may be acceptable without systematically considering the users’ perspective. It is timely to systematically explore and study users’ perspective on the effects of approximation. This paper takes an effective initial step in this direction. This paper provided an automated programming tool—rather unconventional—to methodically utilize crowdsourcing in identifying the desirable application output quality from the final users. This readily available tool provides a path for the research community to better assess their innovative approximation techniques. The framework enables developers to conveniently study user responses at scale and gain statistical confidence when deploying approximated applications. Our results from examining a variety of applications show the necessity of solutions such as AxGames since the crowd’s response to approximation varies drastically across different applications. Moreover, when the users consider tradeoff and context, they tend of to be more tolerant to approximation. These results suggests that AxGames can add an unexplored, yet important, dimension to the research and development in approximate computing.
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